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I recently lost my virginity, which to say the least... wasn't a pleasant experience. It was a wrong
place/person/time situationn and I had a really hard time dealing with it and now I'm starting to accept what
happened.
So I have 2 questions...
How bad would it be for me to still claim to be a virgin? I had no intentions of having sex with him... and it
kind of just happened. I know I'll physically never be a virgin again but would it be bad/stupid for me to try
and forget about this, forget it never happened and not "count" it?
And also I felt just about nothing while it was happening. That's part of the reason it did happen. All of a
sudden I looked up and I could see him moving but i could just barely feel some pressure. I read in a
couple posts back that this could be some type of medical issue.
I've tried googling it but I can't really find anything definitive, so my question for you guys is
What type of medical problem could it be and is it something tha I *need* to get checked out soon, or if I
don't plan on having sexc for a while can I just not worry about until I decide to start having sex?
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How bad would it be for me to still claim to be a virgin?
Really, really bad.
Lying to people who are close to you is bad. Lying to lovers is especially bad. A healthy relationship can not
exist on a foundation of lies. If the people you lie to discover your lie, they're going to be hurt, and they're
not going to trust you any more. If you begin a new sexual relationship on a lie, expect to get dumped flat
on your ass if your partner ever finds out.
A lie sows that you do not trust your partner and respect your partner enough to share the truth. A lie
shows that you can not be trusted. Of all the ways to undermine friendships and destroy relationships, a lie
is the fastest and most effective. It is a betrayal of your partner and your relationship. Lies are the
relationship equivalent of nuclear weapons--they cause destruction on a massive scale and permanently
alter the landscape. Even if your partner forgives you for lying, the odds are good he will never trust you
again.
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I know I'll physically never be a virgin again but would it be bad/stupid for me to try and forget about this,
forget it never happened and not "count" it?
Yes.
It happened. Wishing it away or pretending it didn't will never change that. You can not alter the past. It
happened.
One of the greatest measures of a person's maturity and wisdom is how that person behaves when that
person does something that he or she later regrets. You are not perfect; nobody is. You will make mistakes
and do things you regret. The value of who you are as a human being lies in how well you acknowledge
and deal with the mistakes you make. Good judgment comes from experience; experience comes from bad
judgment.
Never lie to a partner.
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*Posting as a member, not as a mod*
this is a little harsh :-) Yes, lying to your partners is bad, and if you say "I am not a virgin," and you and
your partners have different definitions of virginity, then thats an issue. but, one that should be solved
with communication.
To the OP: honesty is the best policy. But, the point in time that it should make a difference if you are a
virgin or not, should be the point in time that you could have this conversation. I would flirt around it, like
*does that make a difference?* If it makes a difference to the person you are dating, then thats
something to think about.
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i had the exact same issue. i however took the stupid route and told my current bf that i was a virgin. welp,
nine months later he still doesn't know, and i hate that he doesnt know, but now it's like way to late to tell
him i think. so, moral of the story, tell possible partners that you have.
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my first partner was a one-off drunk, messy experience with some theater kid i did a show with when i was
20. there are so many unromantic things about that sentence that i think everyone here understands. hell,
my second partner was a local muso who was much older than me and had no idea he was at my 21st
birthday. also unromantic. that resulted in an morning-after pill experience which triggered some
depression for me. not cool.
but, these things happened. i continued on a slightly self-destructive path for a bit before meeting my
boyfriend, who i love, i'm monogamous with, and right now, i don't really want to sleep with anyone else. he
was the first person i slept with who i wanted to keep in my life for as long as i could.
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